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EVIDENCE FOR COMPETITIVE FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE  

OF IMPACT INVESTING THROUGH PRIVATE DEBT HIGHLIGHTED BY NEW STUDY 

  
NEW YORK & GENEVA, APRIL 17, 2018 – Private debt or fixed income instruments comprise the largest 
asset class in impact investing, accounting for 34% of impact investors’ reported assets under 
management (AUM), according to the 2017 GIIN Annual Impact Investor Survey. A new report by the 
Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN) and Symbiotics, which analyzes the performance of impact 
investing through private debt, finds that private debt funds seeking positive impact can offer very stable 
returns across various risk-return strategies. 
 
Amit Bouri, GIIN CEO says, “This report offers the most definitive evidence for private debt investors still 
not sure if impact investing is right for them.” He added, “Impact investments in private debt are an 
attractive option that can yield a stable return and drive capital toward powerful global progress.”  
 
This is the first comprehensive industry report on the financial performance of impact investing through 
private debt. In addition to financial performance, it sheds light on the investment strategies, fund 
structures, and impact measurement practices of two types of funds: Private Debt Impact Funds (PDIF), 
investing primarily in emerging markets and Community Development Loan Funds (CDLF), investing 
exclusively in the United States. 
 
Key highlights of the report: 
 

• Both sets of funds studied offer stable returns. Weighted net returns of PDIFs averaged 2.6% per 
annum since 2012, with the 90th percentile registering 10% return in 2016. CDLFs paid an average 
of 2.9% on their notes, with the 90th percentile registering 3.6% return in 2016.  

• PDIFs have a Sharpe ratio of 0.77, which compares favorably to other traditionally stable asset 
classes such as bonds or cash, and also offer an uncorrelated asset for portfolio diversification. 

• Fixed income funds demonstrated extremely high portfolio quality overall, with average write-
off ratios in both sets of funds below 1%. 

• Both types of funds seek impact through a range of themes, including financial inclusion, 
affordable housing, and employment generation, among others. 

 
“Interest and activity in impact investing has grown rapidly in recent years. This has been aided by the 
growing body of evidence on financial performance, which has shown that impact investments can 
generate returns that are competitive with conventional investing,” says GIIN Research Director Abhilash 
Mudaliar. He added, “This report shows that the same is true in the private debt asset class. Continued 
investor willingness to share performance data will be essential to drive exponential industry growth and 
ensure the channeling of capital towards critical social and environmental challenges.” 
 



Download the full report (US-format) here  
Download the full report (A4-format) here  
 

#  #  # 
 
About Symbiotics 
 
Symbiotics is the leading market access platform for impact investing. Over the past decade, the company 
has originated and structured nearly 3,300 investment transactions, worth more than USD 4.1 billion, on 
behalf of 384 companies in 79 emerging and frontier markets, all serving a measurable sustainable and 
inclusive finance objective, purchased by 50 different investment funds and institutional investors. 
Symbiotics is a registered asset manager in Switzerland, a registered investment adviser in the United 
Kingdom, and has further office presence in Mexico, the Netherlands, Singapore and South Africa, 
regrouping more than 135 employees worldwide. www.symbioticsgroup.com  
 
About the GIIN 
 
The Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN) is a nonprofit organization dedicated to increasing the scale 
and effectiveness of impact investing around the world. Impact investments are investments made into 
companies, organizations, and funds with the intention to generate social and environmental impact   
alongside a financial return. Impact investments can be made in both emerging and developed markets, 
and target a range of returns from below market to market rate, depending upon the circumstances. 
The GIIN builds critical infrastructure and supports activities, education, and research that help 
accelerate the development of a coherent impact investing industry. For more information, please visit 
www.thegiin.org. 
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